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1. Introduction  

This paper describes changes in the configuration of access regimes for scholarly 

information licensed to libraries and information centers in the United States from late 

1960’s to the early 2000’s.  While access regimes are typically thought of as technical 

systems (e.g., proxy servers, password systems), we conceptualize access regime as 

amalgams of political, contractual, economic and technical elements that define who can 

use licensed digitized scholarly information: Or, in contract terms, who is “an authorized 

user.”   

Access regimes include contract (license) based definitions of authorized users and 

sites, the technological tools that may enforce or facilitate access, the stakeholders’ 

business models that drive access restrictions or facilitations, and copyright requirements 

or concerns that motivate access restrictions.   

We employ a social shaping of technology framework as a theoretical lens. We see 

access regimes as the temporary output of a complex socio-technical negotiation 

involving different groups with different sets of goals, resources and constraints.  

Regimes will fluctuate over time as stakeholders’ situations change and new stakeholders 

appear. 

The paper describes changes in access regimes over three overlapping eras of 

scholarly information dissemination: 

(1) early tape based abstracting and indexing services, (2)  CD-ROMs, networked 

CD-ROMS, and early Internet accessible full text journals, and (3) post 1997 full text 

Internet resources. 
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2. Methodology  

Five primary sources are used in this study: 

1. Formal journal and conference literature: Practice-oriented journals such as 

Serials Librarian, Serials, Journal of Electronic Publishing, Scholarly Publishing.   

2. Newsletters, reports, and whitepapers: the National Federation of Abstracting and 

Information Services (NFAIS) newsletters, reports from the Information Industry 

Association (IIA) and the newsletter of Association of Information and Dissemination 

Centers (ASIDIC).      

3. The “Liblicense-L list” archive: 

(http://www.library.yale.edu/~llicense/ListArchives/).  Records the discussions of 

librarians, publishers and vendors on licensing issues from 1997 to the present.   

4. Interviews of some licensing librarians.   

5. Standard license agreement and licensing reports.   

In addition, numerous secondary sources on electronic resources and licensing have 

been consulted (e.g., Bourne & Bellardo-Hahn, 2003; Schonfeld 2003). 

3. Access Regimes over Time  

3a. Tapes, Spinners and Tape Leases 

In the 1960’s and 70’s, as paper-based citation and indexing (A&I) publishers 

began to experiment with electronic publishing systems, they began to lease electronic 

copies of their A&I databases to institution based Information Dissemination Centers 

(IDCs) and commercial online services (COS) (both were known as (tape) “spinners.”). 

Some large organizations hosted IDC to provide in house search services and market 

external search services. Other organizations, including many libraries, had accounts with 

COS and ran searches for patrons.  Search services were coordinated with mail-based 

document delivery services fulfilled requests for citations found through searching.   

Interaction with the databases occurred through proprietary systems of specialized 

computer terminals (not common at the time), difficult query interfaces, and dedicated 

long distance telecommunications line or pre internet WAN connections (e.g, 

TYMENET).  Service was priced by connect time or by number of results received and 
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revenue was divided between the IDC/COS and the database publishers.  Due to the 

complexities and expenses of searching, most searches were facilitated by a search 

intermediary.  

One important intermediary user of early databases were IDC and COS.  Database 

publishers selected IDC and COS to distribute their databases to end users, basing their 

decisions on the size of COS/IDC established customer bases, exclusivity agreements, 

and the revenue division (Neufeld & Cornog, 1981; Buhsmer, 1983).  Database 

publishers were selective of these intermediary customers: Having too many distribution 

options could lead to loss of control over the presentation of, and inadequate protection 

for, their information (Bremner & Miller, 1987; McGraw, et al. 1983; NFAIS 1988).   

Tape leases also included restrictions that affected who could become an end user 

of the database. End user restrictions were defined in the license between the database 

publisher and the IDC/COS and filtered down to the license to the end user’s organization.   

 Many licenses allowed only for in-house use (Bourne & Hahn, 2003; Park, 1973).  

End users of an organization were defined by premises or building they worked in. 

Sharing of particular results sets across organizational boundaries was not permitted 

unless an organization made special arrangements to resell search services to external 

parties (Bremner & Miller, 1987).   

Different stakeholders had different opinions about the desirable number and types 

of end users.  COS had incentive to maximize the end user base in order to increase 

search revenue, and government database publishers (e.g., ERIC) also wished to 

maximize distribution to end users.  Database publishers however feared that online 

access would undermine print subscriptions to their information products and sometimes 

restricted the online subscriber pool to those organizations that maintained paper 

subscriptions (Bourne & Hahn, 2003).  They feared that online services revenue could 

not support their huge development costs which were then supported by continued sales 

of paper products (Hayes, 1970).   

In addition, during this period a results set consisted of the screen image of a search 

output.  Questions of whether end users could print out that screen image of the results, 

makes copies of that print out, or electronically store the results were hotly debated 

amongst the stakeholders.  Database publishers feared copying of their databases, and 
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COS feared loss of revenue from a declining number of searches, but IDCs relied on 

digital and paper copying to customize and de-duplicate search results, provide multiple 

copies of outputs to groups of users, and delivery of results to users not located at their 

terminals (ASIDIC, 1980) 

 

3b. CD-ROM Era and the Early Internet 

In the mid 1980s, A&I publishers began to adapt CD-ROM technology as a database 

distribution medium, and CD-ROMs soon “achieved an incredible degree of popularity 

in … a short period of time” (Silverman, 1990).  CD-ROMs allowed access through 

personal computers (as opposed to specialized terminals), gave users more privacy, and 

permitted them to control their own searching (as opposed to working with an 

intermediary), and allowed them to search at a time convenient to them (Schwerin, 1986; 

Bartenbach, 1987).  In addition, CD-ROMs had predictable searching costs because they 

had a flat yearly subscription fee rather than a connect time, per search, or results-set 

based charge.   

CD-ROM databases licenses were initially simple single workstation agreements. 

The pricing and licensing were straightforward because a CD-ROM could be perceived 

as a product and be comparable to printed materials (Rowley, 1994).  Because they were 

confined to single workstations in libraries, publishers did not need to worry much about 

their products being used by “unauthorized users.”   

The demands for multi-user access soon became a problem. In spite of the high costs 

of early LANs, some libraries and corporations were exploring LANs to make the 

databases available to more users (Silverman, 1990).  However, many publishers refused 

to allow networked access without increased costs.  They usually charged tiered 

subscription fees for concurrent users (Lowry, 1993).  Publishers compared CD-ROM 

with print products: “If the library was going to buy two books then would expect to pay 

the price for two books, so that argument would suggest that if you are going to transfer 

the information from one workstation to a second then the publisher would be justified in 

adding a charge” (Blake, 1993, p. 105).   

Initially, few licenses carried serious restrictions on users (Lowry, 1993).  Few 

computer workstations had access to the campus network, so the number of LAN based 
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users was low; further, libraries did not offer any service off-campus: People needed to 

come to the campus to access the LAN to use the CDs.  In addition, metering software 

was developed to control the number of concurrent users from the LAN server side 

(Ifshin, 1992).  Although some licenses did limit users to the licensee’s faculty, students 

and staff, there usually was a loophole for visiting scholars and other “temporary patrons 

of the institution while such individuals are on the institutional premises” (Lowry, 1993 

citing Thesaurus Linguae Graecae, University of California at Irvine, 1992, p.[1]).  Some 

CD-ROM producers allowed non-institution users as long as “use to outsiders is limited 

to no more than 20% of total usage” (NFAIS, 1992).   However, commercial database 

(for example LEXIS) sometimes limited usage to students of a particular department of 

school (Lowry).  

As networks became more extensive and more popular, however, publishers began to 

feel “a bit nervous” about letting their data be transferred via a network (Blake, 1993).  

CD-ROM producers were concerned whether networked CD-ROM access would 

undermine their revenues by discouraging multiple sales (Rowley, 1994).  Therefore, 

some began to distinguish between a “user” and a “workstation”, that is, which users 

were using their products versus how many workstations could access the products.  They 

also began to restrict remote types of usage (Ifshin, 1992). 

Throughout the 1990’s librarians’ public questioning of more restrictive CD-ROM 

license terms grew.  Anne Okerson explained that initially, librarians new to licensing 

assumed licenses were not negotiable.  “The license terms offered to libraries were 

accepted or not, the library customer regarding them mostly as nonnegotiable... there 

seemed to be little room for the library customer to affect the terms.” (Okerson, 1999, p. 

57; see also Warro, 1994) But, the sheer number of licenses reviewed soon gave 

librarians points of comparison (Okerson, 1999).    

Concurrent with the growth in CD-ROMs, early online journals appeared, distributed 

in ASCII via email or gopher sites .Telecommunications technology had also improved 

such that more universities had access to higher speed WAN services and NII links.  Full 

text ASCII resources were increasing, but did not take off until the Mosaic and Netscape 

browsers were released in 1993 and 1994.  
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 In the new Internet era, commercial online providers continued to fear that database 

publishers would bypass them by publishing to CD-ROM or hosting their own Internet 

based services (Bremner, 1994; Dunn, 1994).  Both database and journal publishers 

feared that the Internet would increase piracy and unauthorized distribution of digital 

materials (Dunn, 1994). Further, A&I database publishers struggled with questions about 

how to incorporate the increasing demand for full text into their businesses (ASDIC, 

1975; ASDIC, 1978). 

For commercial online services (COS), the updated 1994 NFAIS handbook 

continued to suggest a definition of user as internal to a subscribing organization and the 

site restricted to one physical location, typically a particular building (Bremner, 1994) 

 

3c. Full text Internet Electronic Era / after 1997  

From the mid 1990s on, with the growing demand for remote access to resources, the 

question of “who are the authorized users” became more complicated.  The foci of 

negotiation between publishers and libraries included the definition of users beyond full-

time employees (FTE), problems relate to the traditional restriction of users by the 

physical location of a site, and remote access. For publishers who wanted to maintain 

control of their intellectual property, minimize risk, and increase income, remote access 

was a big business issue (Wallace, 1996).  These negotiations were complicated by the 

fact that the publishers’ definitions of user varied from license to license.   

In many license agreements, “authorized users” of digital resources typically 

included full-time students and employees or “all teaching staff” (personal 

communication, December, 2005).  But other library users could be left out if these 

definitions were accepted: Staff, distance education students, retired personnel, visiting 

researchers, clinical faculty, alumni, donors, friends of the library, and the public (“walk-

in users”) all fell outside of the publishers’ traditional definition (Buchanan, 1997).  A 

library had to specifically negotiate for access by these patrons.   

Site licenses defined the resources available for authorized users at a particular site.  

However, the definition of “site” was often unclear.  Giving growing demands for remote 

access to resources, site could be defined as “a physical building or buildings; a campus 

with clear geographic boundaries; a campus defined not geographically but 
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administratively” (Buchanan, 1997).  For example, a license could define the “site” as a 

geographic area “5 miles surrounding the licensee’s address” (personal communication, 

December, 2005) or “a single designated campus for academic institutions” (Buchanan, 

1997).  This kind of definition might work for some smaller institutions, but could hardly 

fit larger institutions spread over large geographical areas or with remote research centers.    

The definitions of site and authorized user were interrelated and complicated remote 

access to resources.  Authorized users outside of the defined site sometimes could not 

gain access.  For example, medical students on rotation at a rural hospital might not be 

permitted to access medical library resources due to their temporary location outside the 

defined site. 

The technical mechanisms of access control became more complicated in the Internet 

environment as most resources were accessed through Web browsers (Rioux, 1997).  

Web based access control employed three methods: client-side software, usernames and 

passwords, and IP control.  Some vendors restricted access by requiring special client-

side software: Publishers could control who could access the database by controlling who 

had the software, but this created distribution and maintenance problems for both their 

customers and the publishers (Rioux, 1997).  Institutional usernames and passwords 

allowed users to access the resources wherever they were; but the dissemination of 

usernames and passwords was hard to control, and some publishers/vendors required that 

only a librarian see the password, which meant that a librarian must physically log a user 

into the resource (Krieb, 1999).   

The third method was IP control – where the IP addresses of the user was checked 

against an authorized list.  IP control became the predominant access control method, but 

it had problems: vendors might limit the maximum number of IP ranges (personal 

communication, December, 2005), which was unrealistic for larger institutions.  

Furthermore, providing and maintaining accurate lists of IP information could be difficult, 

especially for institutions using dynamic IP addressing (Krieb, 1999).  Finally, IP control 

also did not necessarily allow for off-campus access needed to accommodate off-campus 

users (Krieb, 1999).   

Proxy server technology was adopted as the most effective way to help remote users 

to access electronic resources through the library servers based on users’ credentials (e.g., 
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student IDs and passwords).  Although most publishers and vendors accepted the proxy 

solution, some refused, or charged up to six times of the annual subscription fee to allow 

proxy access (Buchanan, 1997).  Publishers were concerned about security problems with 

proxy servers: when they are not configured properly or when user authentication does 

not occur, any personal computer on a campus network can be set up as a Web server and 

abuse the licensed databases (Cain, 2003).  Therefore, the publishers have to carefully 

monitor the proxy usage.  

 

4. Discussion 

This paper represents part of a larger ongoing project to analyze how changes in 

access regimes for licensed information have developed and changed over a thirty-year 

period. Research and analysis are ongoing. Recall that from a social-technical perspective, 

access regimes are not just technology, but they are an amalgam of stakeholders’ 

conceptualizations of authorized users and sites, formal license definitions of users and 

sites, the technological tools that enforce, facilitate or restrict access, the business models 

that affect access policies, and copyright requirements or concerns that motivate access 

restrictions.  As these elements changed over time and interacted with each other, the 

access regimes took different shapes under different conditions.  In this paper, we briefly 

described the interacting elements in three eras roughly periodized by the dominant 

technologies.   

In the early tape leasing era, A&I information was “spun” on tapes and search 

intermediaries ran searches for users. These databases were a new and risky business 

venture for database publishers.  Access to online database contents in this era was 

terminal-centric: the specialized workstations and query skills needed to run searches 

were not generally available to end users and queries were funneled through search 

intermediaries and IDC.  This terminal centric access regime was reinforced by 

publisher’s license based definitions of users as being within a particular building – close 

to a terminal.  Access was also limited by publishers’ uncertainties about who their most 

important customers ought to be:  purchasers of their print products, or purchasers of 
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online access? Fear falling sales of paper products sometimes led to limitations of who 

could access the online product.   

In the CD-ROM and early Internet era, end user searching gained popularity, but the 

access to digital database contents was still workstation centric.  Users could only access 

resources from dedicated CD-ROM terminals or from search terminals with dedicated 

lines to COS due to telecommunication constrains.  User definitions in licenses became 

increasingly restrictive as CD-ROMs came to be mounted onto local area networks and 

pricing moved from a pay per search to an “all you can eat” model.  Publishers offering 

all you can eat pricing models for CD-ROMs began to more strictly limit who could use 

of the CD-ROM so that they could sell more CD-ROM copies.  Further, for networked 

CD-ROMs publishers required concurrent user pricing.   

When Internet-based full text resources became prevalent and networked computer 

workstations became commonplace, publishers feared that their products would be 

unlawfully disseminated on the Internet.  Publishers became more concerned about who 

was using their products.  The term “authorized users” appeared in every license 

agreement and became a hotly debated aspect of licenses.  While licenses were now a 

central aspect of access regimes, publishers also employed technological methods of 

access control including passwords and IP filtering.     

Understanding how different stakeholders have worked to create, maintain or change 

access regimes over time is important because it points out the complex amalgam of 

elements that facilitate or restrict access to digital scholarly information:  Access regimes 

are not just technology.  Further, it shows us that we shouldn’t take any particular access 

regime for granted – access regimes are social configurations that change in reaction to 

pressure from stakeholders and the development of technological tools.  In addition, it 

helps us to think about the choices that we make regarding access to intellectual property 

in the cyberspace (Lessig, 2004): what level of control should publishers have over the 

digital information they produce?  What access rights should licensees of that information 

enjoy without asking for special permission or paying extra fees?  

Studying access regimes is important because access controls determine in part how 

science/research is done.  What one must do to get information shapes what types of 

projects are done and how the day-to-day work of research is conducted.  One could 
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argue that maintaining openness in access regimes promotes the spread of knowledge and 

creation of new knowledge necessary for scientific and cultural advancement.  On the 

other hand, maintaining viable business models is also important because publishers need 

income to produce good quality information and innovative new tools.  Moreover, 

changes in access systems often involve pricing, and electronic resource pricing has 

important implications for university budgets. Also, changes in access systems changes 

the jobs librarians must do: policing users, negotiating with publishers, making access 

policies, and managing new technologies.  Last but not least, it can promote the 

understanding among different stakeholders and help creates a win-win situation in 

licensing electronic resources.  
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